
INDIAN FMCG INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

Fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) sector is the 4th largest sector in the Indian economy with Household and
Personal Care accounting for 50 per cent of .

Street markets play an important role in the FMCG industry of India as most of the population does their
shopping here. It is forecasted to grow at per cent between Aprilâ€” June  Sachet packs also play a strong role
in recruiting new buyers and in inducing trials. Personal care 22 per cent and fabric care 12 per cent come next
in terms of market share. Using these drivers and their impact on FMCG, we were able to forecast sales for
â€”  Tobacco demand being habit-forming is largely inelastic. Growing awareness, easier access, and
changing lifestyles are the key growth drivers for the consumer market. Research Methodology 3. What are
FMCG goods? Sales have been affected by a weak economy and high inflation. Within the foods segment, it is
estimated that processed foods, bakery, and dairy are long-term growth categories in both rural and urban
areas. In past 5 years FMCG market witnessed a growth of  As consumption in India grows at an
unprecedented rate, the FMCG industry remains a key sector for investors. Sachet Low volume packs : New
product launches through sachets have fuelled growth over the years. This drop in sachet innovations has
impacted FMCG growth. And with  The urban segment accounts for a revenue share of around 55 per cent is
the largest contributor to the overall revenue generated by the FMCG sector in India However, in the last few
years, the FMCG market has grown at a faster pace in rural India compared with urban India. We have
classified these drivers of sales into two categories: those that marketers can control and those they cannot.
India's contribution to global consumption is expected to more than double to 5. Growing penetration of
smartphones and better internet connectivity in India has led to a burgeoning E-Commerce sector, which has,
in turn, helped formalise large sections of the unorganised retail sector. FMCG goods are popularly known as
consumer packaged goods. Godrej is focusing on rural market for household insecticides segment.


